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28 March 2020 - #SHESKIS for Pink Ribbon in Obertauern 

Girl power and sun skiing for the Austrian Cancer Aid 

 
Strong women can’t be stopped, and certainly not when they are passionate skiers. Strong 
women also stand up for each other when it comes to a vital concern such as the fight against 
cancer. Consequently, on 28 March 2020, many highly motivated female skiers will meet again 
in Obertauern to set a sign of hope. The winter hotspot in the Salzburger Land region together 
with Atomic is organizing for the fourth time the #SHESKIS Ladies Skiing Day to support the 
Pink Ribbon campaign for the Austrian Cancer Aid.  
 
Austria's snowiest winter sports destination launched the #SHESKIS Day together with the ski 
equipment manufacturer Atomic. The focus is also on the targeted support of important 
women's projects, and in 2020 the Pink Ribbon Campaign of the Austrian Cancer Aid will take 
place for the second time.   
 
Pure emotion in sun and snow, inspiring encounters, skiing and doing good at the same time 
are on the agenda of the #SHESKIS event in Obertauern on 30 March 2019. The event will be 
accompanied by prominent women from all sorts of domains including sports, fashion and 
lifestyle. In 2019, for example, Atomic athletes Marlies Raich, Hannah Köck, Stephanie Venier, 
Jacoba Kriechmayr and Michaela Kirchgasser took part in the event and revealed technical tips 
and tricks for their favourite sport to the female skiers.  
 
Last year the #SHESKIS participants collected an incredible €15,000 for the Austrian Cancer 
Aid thanks to the support of the Liftgemeinschaft Obertauern (Obertauern Lift Association), 
Atomic and many local partners. Naturally, apart from skiing there is still always time for 
taking photos and tagging the best impressions with #sheskis and #loveobertauern to become 
part of the community. The best photos will be awarded valuable prizes such as skis or ski 
passes.  
 
For more information: Tourist Office Obertauern, Telephone +43-(0)6456-7252,  
E-mail: info@obertauern.com, Website: www.obertauern.com  
 
Press contact: Aviareps Tourism GmbH, Angela Mittermair and Julia Reinert, Tel. +49-
(0)89-552533-431/-410, Josephspitalstrasse 15, D-80333 München, obertauern@aviareps.com 
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